The paper identifies the wave drift forces and low frequency damping induced by a wide range of extreme sea conditions on two floating units based on model test data, assesses the limitations of today's numerical procedures and proposes solutions to overcome the limitations. Since wave current interaction effects are of utmost importance, a benchmark study is carried out with several state of the art potential flow codes. CFD studies complement the numerical investigations.
Introduction
The larger uncertainty in the prediction of floating structures mooring line tensions in severe seastates arises from the estimation of low frequency motions (Stansberg 2015) . Two wave-floater interaction sub-problems require improved modelling: the low frequency excitation and the low frequency damping. For semi-submersibles, linear diffraction potential flow codes underestimate wave drift forces, especially in severe seastates (Stansberg 2001 , Stansberg et al. 2015 , Aksnes et al 2015 . Conditions with combined waves and current add complexity and increase discrepancies. The main reason for the discrepancies seems to be contributions from viscous drag on the low-frequency excitation. For sufficiently long waves, mean viscous drag force on the columns above the still water level gives a contribution to the drift force (Dev and Pinkster, 1994). Faltinsen (1990) discusses an additional contribution from the horizontal component of normal drag forces on the pontoons. Higher than second All manuscripts will be sent through an XML tagging process that will standardize the look of the paper and create links for figures, equations, and references. Figures and tables should be placed directly after the first paragraph they are mentioned in. The XML tagging will not alter the technical content of the paper.
